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We give here a bijective proof of a relation between binomial coefficients and 
the distributions of the two statistics on the symmetric group which enumerate 
the permutations according to their number of anti-exceedances and their parity. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
If i is an integer of the set In]  = {1, 2, ..., n}, we say that a permutation 
rc of the symmetric group S. presents an exceedance in i if ire > i, that is, 
if rc transforms i in a greater integer. In the opposite case we say that rc 
presents an anti-exceedance in i. We indicate with EXC(~) the number 
of exceedances of a permutation rc and with AX(rc) the number of its 
anti-exceedances. 
Throughout his paper we will say the set ofanti-exeeedances of~z for the 
set of integers in which ~ presents an anti-exceedance. 
The distributions of the statistics EXC and AX over the symmetric group 
S. are well known and described by the Eulerian numbers A.,k (see for 
instance [-1, 2]). In order to refine the distribution of the statistic AX to the 
case of the alternating roup A. we introduced in [3] the numbers P.,k 
and D.,x defined as 
P.,k = card {~z ~ A./AX(~ )= k} 
D.,k = card {re e S. - A./AX( rc ) = k }, 
and we showed that they satisfy the identities 
P. ,k=kD._ l ,k+(n- -k)D. -1 ,k  1 + P. -1 ,k-1  
D. ,k=kP._ l ,k+(n- -k)  P._l,k l+D.-1,k-1.  
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The numbers Pn, k give the distribution of the statistic AX over the 
alternating roups. Using the above equations we calculate the first values 
of these numbers as reported in the following table: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 
0 1 
1 1 1 
0 7 4 
1 11 36 
0 31 146 
1 57 603 
1 
11 1 
156 26 1 
1198 603 57 
In I-4, 5] we showed the following remarkable identity satisfied by 
the Pn, k's and the Dn, k's, which relates these two families of numbers to 
binomial coefficients: 
PROPOSITION 1. For all natural n and for all integers k of I-n], we have 
P,,k-D,,,k =(-1)"-~ ( ; -  ll ). 
In the two papers mentioned above, we were only able to give a proof 
by induction of this proposition. In this paper we give a bijective proof 
which makes more explicit the reason of this identity. 
We recall that the binomial coefficient (~-11' ) gives the number of subsets 
of In -  1 ] of cardinality k -  1, or, equivalently, the number of subsets of 
[n] of cardinality k containing n. Starting from this simple remark, the 
basic idea to prove the identity in Proposition 1 can be summarized as 
follows. 
If d o is any subset of In] of cardinality k which contains n, let ~ be the 
set of even permutations having g as the set of anti-exceedances and the let 
~e be the set of odd permutations having E as the set of anti-exceedances. 
We can decompose P . ,k -Dn,  k in the sum 
(card ~e-card  ~e), (1) 
where the sum is extended to all subsets of [hi of cardinality k which 
contain n. 
In Section 2 of this paper we show that 
Icard ~ - card ~e[ = 1 for every set g, 
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and hence that the contribution of each set 8 to the sum (1) is equal either 
to 1 or to -1 .  
In Section 3 we show that all these contributions have the same sign, 
and that this sign depends only on n and k. This will give the identity 
announced in Proposition 1. 
2. EXCHANGEABLE PERMUTATIONS, CRITICAL PERMUTATION 
DEFINITION 2. We say that a permutation ~ S, is exchangeable in 
parity respecting its set o f  anti-exceedances (or briefly exchangeable) if there 
exist two integers l and m, with l and m in [n], such that, if n presents in 
l and m either two exceedances or two anti-exceedances then the permuta- 
tion Xt,,,(zc), obtained by multiplying rc on the right by the transposition 
(lrc mn), does the same in l and m. 
In other words, if a permutation is exchangeable then it is possible to 
exchange the images of two appropriate integers, in order to obtain 
another permutation having the same set of anti-exceedances but inverse 
parity. 
EXAMPLE. If re = (4 ~ ~ ~ 4 25 6 37 8 9) then its set of anti-exceedances is 
{3, 5, 6, 7, 9 }. The permutation  is exchangeable. Indeed if we take for 
example l = 3 and m = 5 then the permutation 
g3'5(g)=(~ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 ) 52 8 1 3 9
has the same set of anti-exceedances but inverse parity (it is obtained by 
multiplying n on the right by the transposition (3n 5n)= (i 2)). 
Notation. If 8 is a subset of I-n] of cardinality k which contains n, we 
denote by is, i2, ..., ik_l, ik = n the elements of B in the increasing order. 
The elements of the set In ] -8  in increasing order will be denoted by 
J,, J2 .... , J , -  k. 
LEMMA 3. A permutation is not exchangeable if and only if, with the 
above notations, we have the two following families o f  inequalities: 
ir < ir + 1 ~ for  every r between 1 and k - 1, 
and 
Js 7r <~ Js + ~ for  every s between 1 and n - k - 1. 
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Proof Suppose that n is not exchangeable. We will prove the first 
inequality. The second one is obtained similarly. Since rc is not 
exchangeable, for each r= 1,2 ..... k -1  the permutat ion obtained by 
exchanging the images of ir and ir +1 presents an exceedance in at least one 
of the two integers i r or  i r + 1. 
Since i~rc ~ i~ < i~ + 1, this exceedance cannot be in the integer Jr+ 1, SO it 
must be the case that i r < ir+irc. 
For the converse it is easy to observe that if the integers i~ and j~ satisfy 
the inequalities of the hypothesis, then for any couple of integers taken 
both in g or both in In ] -  g, it is impossible to exchange their images 
without changing the set of anti-exceedances. Indeed if we take, say, l = j~ 
and m = j~ with r < s, we have 
jr<j~Tz<~jr+l 
by hypothesis. But r+l<~s so  j r+ l<~js ,  and hence j jt<~js. Thus by 
exchanging the images we would have an anti-exceedance in j~. | 
DEFINITION 4. If # is a subset of I-n] which contains n, the critical 
permutat ion over g is the permutat ion rc~ of S n defined by 
irrce = i~_ 1 + 1 for each ir ~ g (with the convention that io --- 0) 
jrrCg=jr+ 1 for each j~ e [n]  - ~. 
Remark. It is easy to verify that ~e is injective and hence is a permuta- 
tion over [n].  
It is also possible to define rce in the following equivalent way: for every 
r= 1, 2 ..... k, let er be the standard cycle over the integers { i t _ l+  1, 
Jr_ 1 + 2 ..... it} (with the convention that io = 0), that is, the cycle (it_ 1 + 1 
i r -  1 + 2. . .  ir). Then rc e = [Irk= 1 er as can be easily verified. 
EXAMPLE. If g = {3, 5, 6, 7, 9 } then the critical permutat ion over ~ is 
(122345678: )=(123) (45) (6 ) (7 ) (89) .  
7~= 3 1 5 4 6 7 9 
Remark. The set of anti-exceedances of the critical permutat ion over 
is exactly d ~. 
THEOREM 5. For each subset g of In] containing n, the critical 
permutation over g is the only permutation which has g as the set of 
anti-exceedances and which is not exchangeable. 
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Proof  We prove first that the critical permutation over d ° is not 
exchangeable. If we take as l and m two places of anti-exceedances, that is, 
two elements of do, say l = i r and m = i~ with r < s then 1 = ir < i~_ 1 + 1 -- 
mrce, so Z~.m(r~e) presents an exceedance in/. Similarly, if we take as l and 
m two places of exceedances, that is, two elements of [n ] -do ,  say l= j r  
and m=j~ with r<s ,  then m=js>j r  and hence m>~jr+ 1 =lrc e so 
)~t.m(n~) presents an anti-exceedance in m. 
To show now that the critical permutation over do is the only permuta- 
tion which has do as set of anti-exceedances and is not exchangeable, we 
proceed by induction on the cardinality of do. 
If card do= 1 then do= {n} and the only permutation with a unique 
anti-exceedance in n is the standard cycle (1 2.--n),  which coincides with 
the critical permutation over {n}. 
Suppose now card do > 1. Let ~ be a not exchangeable permutation. By 
Lemma 3 we have the two following chains of inequalities: 
l = il zc <~ il < i2rc <~ i2 < . . .  < ik_ l rc <~ ik_ l < ikrc <~ ik = n 
and 
j l  < j lg<~j2<J2rc<~ . . .  <~jn, k_ l  < jn_k_ l rC<~jn_~<j .  k ~. 
Let h be the maximal index such that Jh < ik-1. We claim that Jh n ~ i k_ 1. 
Indeed if we had on the contrary j hn  > ik_ 1 we would have either 
j hn  = ikn or jhn  = ik = n. The first case is clearly impossible since jh ¢ ig and 
n is a bijection. The second would imply Jh+l =n and this is also 
impossible since the permutation  has an exceedance in Jh +1" 
Consequently ~maps [ ik] into itself. In particular the restriction of n to 
[ik] is a permutation rq of Sik. The elements of the set of anti-exceedances 
of nl and the elements of the set of exceedances of nl satisfy two chains of 
inequalities analogous to those of n, so, using again Lemma 3, we conclude 
that nl is not exchangeable. By induction we get that rq is the critical 
permutation over 8 -{n} ,  that is, nl is a product of standard cycles: 
k--1 
Tgl ~--- ] - I r=  1 0~r" 
If ~2 denotes the restriction of n to the elements greater than ik, then n2 
is a permutation of Sn ik acting over the set of integers {i~+ 1, 
ik + 2 ..... n }. Moreover n2 presents an unique anti-exceedance in n. By the 
base of the induction,/~2 is the standard cycle ~k = (ik + 1 ik + 2. - .  n). Now 
k--1 k = nl re2 = (Fir= 1 at) e~ = I-L = 1 a~, and hence rc is the critical permutation 
over ~. | 
In what follows we need to consider a complete order over the set of all 
couples (l, m) with 1 ~ l<m <~ n. We will consider the lexicographic order, 
that is, we will say that (ll, ml) < (12, m2) if (ll < 12) or  ( l l  = 12 and ml < m2). 
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If ~ is any subset of [n] which contains n, let de be the set of all the 
permutations of Sn having E as set of anti-exceedances, and let ne be the 
critical permutation over g. By the previous theorem de-  {he} is the set 
of all the exchangeable permutations having d ° as set of anti-exceedances. 
Consider the following function defined over d e - {7c¢ }, 
f :  a ~ Zt, m(a), 
where (/, m) is the minimal element, with respect o the lexicographic order, 
in the set of couples in which it is possible to make an exchange of parity 
respecting the set of anti-exceedances. 
It is easy to verify the following proposition that we give without proof. 
PROPOSITION 6. The function f defined above has the following 
properties: 
- -  f is an involution and hence is a bijection; 
- -  f transforms odd permutations in even permutations and vice versa. 
Proposition6 implies that the number of even permutations of 
de-{n~} is equal to the number of odd permutations of de-{n~},  
hence if we let ~ (resp. N~) be the set of even (resp. odd) permutations of
de  we have 
[card ~e-  card ~e[ = 1 for any subset g of In] containing n. (2) 
This value 1 corresponds to the critical permutation, which is the only one 
that cannot be put in bijection with any other by the function f 
EXAMPLE. Let n = 5 and ¢ = {4, 5 }. Then d{4 ,5} is the following set of 
permutations (written in the form in 2re... nn) 
{43512,53421,34521,35412,25431,24513,23541, 
23514,25413,24531,35421,34512,43521,53412, 
23415}. 
The first row lists the odd exchangeable permutations, the second row 
lists the even exchangeable p rmutation. The third row contains the critical 
permutation over {4, 5}. 
3 . . . .  AND WHAT ABOUT THE SIGNS 9. 
In order to show that all the contributions given by the subsets of In] 
of cardinality k which contain n have the same sign, and that this sign 
depends only on the numbers n and k, we will use the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 7. I f  ~ is a subset of [n] of cardinality k which contains n, 
then the critical permutation over ~ has the same parity as the integer n -  k. 
More precisely, zr e presents exactly n - k inversions. 
Proof To determine the parity of g¢ we count its inversions, that is, by 
definition, the eardinality of the following set of couples: 
Inv(rce) = {(I, m)/m > l and mrcg <hte}. 
This number can be rewritten as 
• card { m/m > I and mn e < ln ¢ }. 
l=1  
Since the permutation zc e is an increasing function over g, no couple of 
elements of g is in Inv(zce). Similarly no couple of elements of [n] - ~ is 
in Inv(rc,.). So, we only need to calculate the two numbers: 
J (e) = ~ card{jJj~ > i r and j~z~, < i~rc¢} 
it 
I(g) = ~ card{iJi~ > js and irrC~ < j~g,~}. 
Js 
By definition of ne we have 
and 
J(g) = Z card{jJjs > i~ and j~ + 1 < i r - ,  + 1 } 
it 
I(8) = ~ card {i,/ir > L and i ra  + 1 < L + 1 }. 
J's 
The first number is equal to zero since it_ 1 < ir for each r; and hence no 
number j~ can be simultaneously greater than ir and less than i~_ a. 
The second number is equal to 
I(g) = Z card{js/ir-1 <J~< ir}' 
# 
and hence is equal to 
k 
I (g )=card  U {jJ ir x<.~<ir}=card{ j l , j2  ..... L -g}  =n-k .  | 
r= l  
Remark. It is possible to give a simpler proof of Theorem 7, by counting 
the crossings in the arrow graph representation f the permutation rce. 
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EXAMPLE. In the case considered in the previous example, namely, 
g= {4, 5}, the permutation z{4,5/=23415 is odd and presents exactly 
5 - 2 = 3 inversions. 
As an immediate consequence of Eq. (2) and Theorem 7, we obtain the 
following proposition (equivalent to Proposition 1). 
PROPOSITION 8. I f  n -k  is even then Pn, k--D.,k=(~--~). I f  n - -k  is odd 
then D n, k --  Pn, k = (nk ~- l )" 
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